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Abstract– This paper presents a second-order blind channel estimation algorithm for digital communication signals under
natural asynchronous conditions where no synchronization exists between transmitting and receiving antennas. The approach
exploits sampling phase diversity provided by the cyclostationary nature of the received signals as an advantageous means
of constructing multiple sets of distinct autocorrelation matrices evaluated at equals time lags. Channel estimation is then
performed via joint diagonalization of a set of differential autocorrelation target matrices, avoiding the need of noise power
or statistical distribution estimation. A broad set of simulation experiments is presented in distinctive signal contexts as a
means of supporting and evidencing the potential of the proposed estimation method.
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1 Introduction
Array processing techniques for communication sig-
nals have received considerable amount of attention
over the past decades. The potential advantages of
such techniques in communication systems have been
widely discussed in numerous books and papers [1–
4] and are well known to the researchers in the field.
Consistently, significant efforts have been invested in
the development of parameter estimation algorithms
which are expected to go hand-in-hand with future gen-
erations of wireless communication systems. Ranging
from classical second-order algorithms [5, 6] to higher
order cumulant-based approaches [7–10], encompass-
ing spectral and non-linear statistical theories [11–15],
the literature is filled with a diversity of estimation al-
gorithms exploiting various statistical signal properties.
Particularly, the general blind source separation (BSS)
problem has received significant attention since the
contributions of JADE [16] and subsequently SOBI [17],
where in the latter case a statistically more attractive
approach exploiting second-order autocorrelation of the
received signals at different time lags was proposed.
The source signals and mixing matrix were then es-
timated after joint diagonalization (JD) of a set of
resulting target matrices. This underlying philosophy
has been a source of inspiration for many works to
follow [18–22], and will also be exploited in this paper.
JADE-like algorithms also perform blind estimation
from the joint diagonalization of a set of target ma-
trices, which are however constructed from the higher-
order moments of the received signals. These two types
of similar processing techniques have given rise and
motivated the development of high-performance JD
algorithms to the point of becoming a research topic
of its own [22–30] with particular dedication to the BSS
problem.
In this paper, we develop a blind channel estimation
algorithm for digital communication signals following
the same philosophy. The procedure will basically con-
sist of generating a set of Hermitian target matrices
from second-order expectations of the received signals,
then obtain an estimate of the mixing (or channel)
matrix by solving an approximate joint diagonaliza-
tion problem (AJD). The latter problem arises when
considering non-ideal target matrices such as those
obtained from a finite number of samples. A fundamen-
tal difference in our approach however is that instead
of simply considering autocorrelation evaluations at
different values of time lag as in [17, 19–21], we show
that the cyclostationary nature of the received signals
under natural asynchronous conditions can also be
exploited to obtain similar statistical expectations at
different time values, therefore providing additional
autocorrelation matrices for the AJD problem. The op-
eration is numerically achieved by computing statistics
from multiple sets of baud-sampled sequences in an
interleaved fashion, and is referred to as exploitation
of sampling phase diversity.
The joint use of both time and delay for autocorre-
lation matrix computation in JD-based estimation algo-
rithms has already been proposed in the literature, for
example in the case of nonstationary source separation
using simultaneous diagonalisation (NSS-SD) [31–33].
However, instead of solving the AJD problem consid-
ering the immediate set of autocorrelation matrices ob-
tained as a preliminary step, we propose the construc-
tion of target matrices based on a differential formula
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between autocorrelation matrices evaluated at identical
time lags. This approach, termed JDDTM referring
to joint diagonalization of differential target matrices
(DTM), offers various advantages such as robustness
vis-à-vis noise statistical distributions as well as full
exploitation of the array’s degree of freedom. Details of
the process will be further explained in Section 4. The
latter approach for the construction of target matrices
from exploitation of sampling phase diversity provided
by the cyclostationary nature of communication signals
in a general asynchronous context is the main contri-
bution of the paper.
An interesting contrast is to be made between our
said estimation approach and the work of Rong et al.
in [18], which in some way has been developed in
a similar practical context. The proposed approach is
highly inspired from [17] and [34], with the funda-
mental difference of using only zero-lag autocorrelation
matrices obtained by a controlled time-varying power
loading scheme where users’ transmit power is varied
to provide the necessary autocorrelation diversity re-
quired for application of a JD process. The algorithm is
efficient in both synchronous and asynchronous cases,
and also applies to identically modulated signals. How-
ever, it does require a certain amount of coordination
between user mobiles and the receiving array in order
to correctly gauge the time intervals over which power
is varied and estimation of the subblock autocorrelation
matrices is performed. We wish to point out that one
of the main objective of this paper was to develop
a comparable blind estimation algorithm requiring no
such synchronisation mechanism between emitting and
receiving antennas. The necessary autocorrelation di-
versity is here obtained by direct exploitation of the cy-
clostationarity nature of communication signals under
natural asynchronous propagation. It will be further-
more shown that variable power loading effects similar
to those considered in [18] can be obtained in both syn-
chronous and asynchronous cases by simply varying
the sampling phase at which a zero-lag autocorrelation
matrix is computed, without requiring true transmit
power variation on the uplink.
A particular emphasis is brought on signal mod-
eling in Section 2, especially for clearly evidencing
the differences between synchronous and asynchronous
signal models and their respective implications on the
discrete-time expression of the received signal vector.
Section 3 presents the general autocorrelation matrices
construction principle based on exploitation of sam-
pling phase diversity while Section 4 is concerned with
the JD problem itself. The description of the DTM con-
struction principle will also be presented therein, along
with two distinct resolution approaches considering ei-
ther the full or a restricted set of target matrices. Finally,
Section 5 presents a wide range of simulation results
and analysis under various signal conditions, including
a comparative study of performance considering differ-
ent AJD algorithms and a behavioural examination of
performance under worst-case/unfavorable estimation
conditions.
Throughout the paper, ‘’, ‘:’, ‘J’ and ‘#’ are re-
spectively used to denote the conjugate, the conjugate
transpose, the transpose and the Moore-Penrose pseu-
doinverse operator. An element p of a vector a will be
represented by either ap or rasp and likewise an element
pq of a matrix A will be represented by Apq or rAspq.
2 Signal Modeling
2.1 The Received Signal Vector
We consider a traditional uplink scenario in which
a number of M co-channel signals impinge on a N-
element antenna array of arbitrary geometry. The time-
continuous received signal vector is given by:
xptq  Asptq   nptq , (1)
where A P CNM is the array manifold matrix, sptq P
CM1 is the received baseband source vector and nptq
is a general additive noise assumed stationary. Each
element xiptq of xptq is measured as the output of a
quadrature demodulator [35] assuming ideal carrier
phase recovery1. Note that eq. (1) implicitly assumes
narrowband signal propagation with respect to the
array dimensions.
As in [18], we consider a propagation environment
in which frequency-selective effects (or delay spread)
are negligible. This assumption is of crucial importance
in order to obtain autocorrelation matrices having the
necessary eigenstructure for a JD-based estimation ap-
proach. Assuming that communication is established
with G independent users during a given observation
time, the M 1 vector sptq can be linked with a G  1
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 Ξuptq , (3)
where tαg P CMg1uGg1 are the complex multipath
coefficient vectors of the G coherent groups of signals
(a g-th group is comprised of the Mg impinging signals
from user g such that
°G
g1 Mg  M), and where
tugptquGg1 are the corresponding received elementary
baseband source signals assumed uncorrelated with
each other, i.e. Etupptquqptqu  σ2upptqδp,q where δp,q is
the Kronecker delta. Substituting (3) into (1) yields:
xptq  AΞuptq   nptq  Buptq   nptq , (4)
1Note that the notion of carrier phase recovery makes no particular
sense in this context since the instantaneous carrier phase values
of each impinging co-channel RF signals (from either independent
users or reflected paths in the environment) at a precise receiving
antenna location will generally not be identical. Consequently, a local
oscillator (LO) may lock with at most one of these impinging carriers
which would have to be tracked or distinguished from the received
RF mixture. Achieving carrier frequency recovery on the other hand
is a sufficient condition to ensure validation of eq. (1), where phase
differences between RF signals and the LO simply induce fixed
constellation rotations that can be absorbed in either A or sptq.
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where B  AΞ is called the generalized steering matrix
(GSM) of the sources which, in addition to complex
multipath coefficients, may also encompass the effects
of amplitude and phase mismatches as well as mutual
coupling between array elements. A model identical
to (4) has also been considered in [36, 37], and will be
used throughout the rest of the paper. The discrete-time
equivalent of (4) is given by:
xk  Buk   nk (5)
where index k denotes a measurement taken at time
t  tk  kTs where Ts is the sampling period. Blind
identification refers to the estimation of B given sole
observation of vectors txkuKk1.
2.2 The Received Source Signals
2.2.1 Synchronous and Asynchronous Signal Modeling:
The fundamental difference between the two types
of modeling lies in the interpretation of the source
signals ugptq in (4). The literature sometimes provides
misleading or at least different definitions of the appel-
lation depending on the problem at hand. For example,
in [38], synchronisation is achieved when the received
source signals have zero delay of arrival. In [39, 40],
the same terminology refers to symbol timing control
in microcell applications, and in [18], it refers to the
boundaries of epochs over which user transmit powers
are kept constant, with no regard to symbol timing.
Although these definitions are correctly adapted to
the context of their respective problem, we aim in this
section at giving a clearer understanding of the two
types of signal models based on symbol as well as sam-
pling timing considerations, which are shown to have
a more profound impact on the statistical distribution
of xk in (5). Considering the case of generic QAM-
modulated signals, a complex envelope ugptq can be




sgm pgpt τg mTq , (6)
where tsgmum and pgptq are the zero-mean iid trans-
mitted symbol sequence of a g-th user and its corre-
sponding received pulse shaping function. Parameter
T represents the symbol period assumed identical for
all users. We refer to τg in (6) as the asynchronous delay
of the g-th user, and the sources are said to be baud-
synchronized if τg  τ0 @ g.
Fig. 1 displays a comparison between synchronous
and asynchronous signals. For simplicity, G  2 users
are considered with BPSK modulations and raised
cosine (RC) impulse functions resulting from ideal
matched filtering. The source signals are plotted in
each case to better draw correspondences with the
output signal xiptq, where i is the index of an arbitrary
element of the array, but are otherwise unobservable
in a practical context. Fig. 1 as well as autocorrelation




xx2 will also serve as a refer-
ence in Section 3 to detail the computation process of
autocorrelation matrices in a more intuitive way. This
section will only be concerned with the implications of
both modelings in eq. (5).
Fig. 1 (a) depicts the case of synchronous signals.
The symbol instants of all source signals are precisely
coincident due to the equality τ1  τ2 in (6). This
modeling has been and is still extensively used in the
literature, and can be especially noticed for algorithms
in which a numerical implementation of (5) is such that
elements of vector uk (or any equivalent received source
signal vector) are given values at each time tk among
sets of ideally transmitted symbols (in the case where
Ts  T). For example, this approach has been par-
ticularly popular in BSS algorithms exploiting higher-
order statistics (HOS) [7–10, 36, 43] of the received
signals. It is also encountered in estimation theories
exploiting non-linear operators such as the sources’
characteristic function [13–15], and more importantly in
algorithms relying on the finite alphabet (FA) property
of the source signals [44–48]2. In the latter case, the
digital nature of the transmitted signals is efficiently
exploited by noting that samples associated with each
source are restricted to a finite alphabet. Consequently,
elements of the received signal vector are also limited
to a finite number of possible values (neglecting noise).
The situation is clearly evidenced in Fig. 1 (a) where
at each sampling instant, signal xiptq takes only four
different values in either the I or Q branches, resulting
from the summation of two binary random variables.
Considering noise, four clusters would hence be pro-
duced in the complex plane of this i-th element from
which center locations can be estimated and used to
general estimation purposes.
From a practical point of view, it follows that the
synchronous signal assumption which allows a conve-
nient replacement of the source signal values at each
sampling instant by a set of ideally transmitted symbols
(for Ts  T) can only be valid if
1) Symbol clock phase can be precisely controlled for
each user such that baud synchronicity is achieved
for all impinging signals after down-converison
and filtering at the antenna array3. Such a control
can only be achieved using a synchronisation refer-
ence signal generated either from the base station
(presumably), within mobile users themselves or
from an external source (e.g. satellite clocks [49]).
2) Accurate symbol timing recovery is performed at
the receiving array from the sole observation of
xptq and/or the help of a synchronisation reference
signal.
On the other hand, Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the case
of asynchronous signals considering the same channel
coefficients and transmitted symbol sequences as in (a).
A sampling period of Ts  T{2 is now considered
but is only intended to better introduce the theory of
Section 3. It can be observed that the symbol instants
of the the source signals are now no longer coincident,
2References [7–10, 36, 43], [13–15] and [44–48] have been specially
selected such that the reader finds explicit evidence of a numerical
implementation of (5) in which elements of uk are given values among
ideal sets of transmitted symbols.
3From a limited distance of the array and under negligible delay
spread, such an operation can be achieved if the transmitters have
identical symbol clock phases.





Figure 1. Comparison between synchronous (a) and asynchronous (b) signal modeling, and illustration of source power variation obtained by
sampling phases diversity (b). The noiseless received signal on a given i-th element is represented considering two BPSK sources with channel
coefficients Bi1  0.8ej0.2 and Bi2  2ej0.5. A source signal is represented by ugptq  Igptq   jQgptq where Qgptq is set to 0 in this particular
example.
which results from the condition τ1  τ2 in (6). A
parameter τg has been introduced in (6) as the asyn-
chronous delay of a user g. However it is not to be
confused with the actual time of arrival of a given signal
to the receiver. For example, consider that sources u1ptq
and u2ptq in Fig. 1 (b) correspond to complex envelopes
of two distinct line-of-sight (LOS) signals from users
located at an equal distance of the array. In such a
situation, the received signals have identical time of
arrivals. However, one may observe that τ1  τ2 if
user symbol clocks have different phases. Conversely,
received signals from two users located at different
distances from the array (i.e. having different times of
arrivals) may also be such that τ1  τ2 if appropriate
conditions on symbol clock phases are satisfied (e.g.
achieving synchronisation as in Fig. 1 (a)). A parameter
τg in (6) may therefore be interpreted as encompassing
the effects of both signal time of arrival and symbol
clock phase. We may impose:
τg P r0, Tr @ g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu , (7)
which is a restriction of sufficient flexibility to char-
acterize the asynchronous nature of the sources given
the statistical periodicity of (6) for minimal lengths of
transmitted symbol sequences. Note that τg is defined
with respect to the first sampling instant (t  0) of xptq,
consistently with Fig. 1. A value of τg  0 hence implies
that the symbol instants of a g-th source signal are
coincident with the sampling instants (in the specific
case where Ts  T).
The situation of Fig. 1 (b) is to be naturally expected
in a co-channel communication system where indepen-
dent users are likely to transmit data at arbitrary times
from each other in an asynchronous fashion. Although
the case of only two users is considered for simplicity,
extension of the same principles apply to any number
of impinging source signals. Even if Ts  T, it is
important to note that under asynchronous conditions
sampling instants of an observable signal xiptq will
generally not coincide with the symbol instants of the
sources4. Consequently elements of vector uk in (5)
cannot be given values among ideal sets of transmitted
symbols at each discrete time tk. The statistical distri-
bution of ugptkq strongly depends on τg, and to better
illustrate this dependency, Fig. 2 displays two scatter
plots of xiptkq from Fig. 1 considering both synchronous
and asynchronous modelings, where in the latter case
two different sets of asynchronous delays are consid-
ered. With the addition of noise, the clustering nature of
xiptkq is easily observed in (a). The property is quickly
lost however in (b) as τ1  τ2  0.
2.2.2 FIR-MIMO Modeling: Asynchronous signals can
be numerically modeled using (5) where elements of
uk are given values according to (6) for any t  tk.
Alternatively, xk may also be expressed using the well
known finite impulse response multiple-input multiple-
output (FIR-MIMO) signal model which is extensively
used in blind identification problems involving both
4This could also be the case for synchronous signals if τg  τ0 
0 @ g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Scatter plots of an observable signal xiptq sampled at the
symbol rate considering synchronous (a) and asynchronous (b) source
signals. Parameters identical to those of Fig. 1 are considered, with
the addition of a noise of identical power in both cases. Asynchronous
signals are modeled in (b) considering set 1: tτ1  0.1T, τ2  0.2Tu
and set 2: tτ1  0.9T, τ2  0.5Tu. Theoretical exact cluster center
locations are identified by black circles in (a) and reported in (b) for
comparison.
synchronous or asynchronous signals. We will now per-
form a brief review of the general underlying principles
of this model in order to compare the advantages and
disadvantages of the two types of modeling for the
problem at hand. At the same time, we also wish to
bridge a gap between the somewhat different men-
talities existing within classical array processing and
general MIMO systems concepts.
For convenience, we first consider the case of a single
user, single transmit antenna and multiple receive an-
tennas (SU-SIMO). The received signals for an uplink
transmission considering a FIR signal model can be
expressed at a time tk  t0   kT such that:
xk  H1s1k   nk , (8)
where H1 P CNL1 is a symbol response channel matrix
and s1k P CL11 is a vector of L1 consecutive transmitted
symbols (see [41], eq. (17)). Vectors xk and nk are the
same as in (5). The model of eq. (8) is not limited
to zero delay spread (as it is (5), but not necessarily
in (1)), and represents a convenient way of expressing
the received signals in terms of the transmitted symbols
of a particular user, or source, which are often the sole
parameters of interest in a communication link. Matrix
H1 accounts for both the pulse shaping waveform
p1ptq and the sampling phase (accounted for by t0)
of the received signal, whereas these parameters are
directly encompassed in uk in (5). Neglecting noise, the
correspondence between (5) (for a single user) and (8)
is such that:



























 b1c:1s1k , (10)
where coefficients tcpuL1p1 are such that c:1s1k  u1ptkq
for a given t0. This relation is a simple means of ex-
pressing the value of an analogue source sample u1ptkq
in terms of a weighted sum of consecutively transmitted
symbols, where the number of coefficients (or dimen-
sion of s1k ), L1, is known as the channel memory, or
length. For example, in the case of Fig. 1 (a), sampling
and symbol instants of the sources are coincident, and
RC pulses respect the Nyquist criterion (no intersymbol
interference (ISI) at the sampling instants). Therefore,
for any of the two signals (say u1ptq, assuming that
u2ptq  0), L1  c1  1, implying that xiptkq 
Bi1s1k . Conversely, still in the case of Fig. 1 (a) but
considering a different sampling phase, or in a general
asynchronous condition such as Fig. 1 (b), sampling
instants do no longer coincide with symbol instants of
the sources. Hence, xiptkq  b1c:1s1k (neglecting u2ptq)
with c1 depending on the sampling phase and the
nature of the received pulse waveform p1ptq, and L1
of time width the latter. The explicit dependency of c1
on t0 has been dropped in (9) and (10) for clarity.
We proceeded to this detailed description of the SU-
SIMO signal model in order to underline an important
point regarding the theoretical exact value of L1. In the
literature, channel memory is often solely related to the
delay spread relative to the symbol period of a given
signal. For example, Glisic in [50] (eq. (6.27)) derives a






  1 , (11)
where Tmax1 is the maximum delay spread among all
multipaths (still considering a single user), and rs is the
integer part function. Examples of recent works consid-
ering a similar definition can also be found in [51–53].
It follows from (11) that for Tmax1  0 (e.g. a direct LOS
signal), L1  1, which corresponds to the situation of
Fig. 1 (a). However, for any different sampling phase
or under asynchronous conditions, the latter equality
no longer holds since energy from more than one
symbol will contribute to the value of the considered
source signal at all sampling instants. Eq. (11) correctly
predicts the memory induced by the channel due to
physical propagation (i.e. delay spread), but neglects
the memory inherent to the pulse-shaped nature of the
source signal itself which is directly involved in (10).
Fig. 3 shows that for a pulse shaping function pgptq of
width Wg, up to rWg{Ts consecutive symbols contribute
to the value of ugptq in (6) at any time t. Therefore, a
minimum and sufficient value of L1 may be obtained












The total signal memory to be used in (10) for accurate
modeling of the received signal possesses an upper
bound depending on the maximum delay spread, but
also on the particular shape of the received symbol
pulses at the receiver. Note in general that the represen-
tation of s1ptkq in (9) is not rigorously exact considering




Figure 3. Pulses of an arbitrary pulse-shaped received signal ugptq
showing the contribution of consecutive symbols to the signal value
at a time t. This example is for a pulse width of Wg  2.5T.
that the value of a given source signal does not only de-
pend on past but also on future symbols to be received
(see Fig. 3). Nonetheless, s1ptkq would still form a set
of L1 consecutively transmitted symbols and one could
always consider a rectified representation of (8) by
replacing xk with an appropriate time-delayed version
of itself such that rs1k s1  s1k in (9). It is interesting
to note that given the fact that practical pulse shaping
filters are implemented considering impulse responses
having typical lengths of up to 12 symbol periods [54],
channel memory due to the ISI nature of a source
signal itself may account for a larger fraction of the
total signal memory than its counterpart depending on
the maximum delay spread. From such considerations,
it also follows that the assumption of a memoryless
channel (L1  1) can only hold under the synchronous
case of Fig. 1 (a), or if W ¤ T.
Extension of (8) to the multiple users case can be
performed by first expressing vector uk from analogy
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 Cpt0qsk , (13)





is the concatenation of all users’ transmitted symbol
sequences. The channel length Lg for each user is
obtained by (12) with substitution of an appropriate









H1pt0q H2pt0q . . . HGpt0q

,
Hgpt0q  bgc:gpt0q .
(15)
Note that despite their similar notations, sk in (14) is not
to be confused with sptkq in (2). The general structure
of the FIR-MIMO signal model of eq. (14) is valid
for any delay spread under narrowband propagation
and time-invariant channel assumptions, but is specific
for a sample period of Ts  T. Modeling for higher
sampling rates is possible as explained in [41] (Fig. 7).
Considering an integer oversampling factor U such that
Ts  T{U, the set of all samples can be viewed as
U distinct baud-sampled sequences having different
sampling phase t0. Hence one obtains U matrix equa-
tions akin to (14) of the type xpuqk  Hpt
puq
0 qsk   n
puq
k
for u P t1, 2, . . . , Uu that can be used for subsequent
processing5.
The second and more important point we wish to
highlight in this analysis is related to the differences
in using either of the two models in eq. (14) under
oversampling conditions. The use of a FIR-MIMO signal
model is a convenient way of expressing the observable
outputs in terms of the transmitted symbol sequences
of each user, but implies having to deal with a different
channel matrix for each of the U sampling phases
considered. On the other hand, the use of the classical
model (5) allows the received signals to be expressed in
terms of the complex envelopes of the sources, lacking
an explicit reference to the transmitted symbols, but im-
plies that matrix B to remains constant independently
of the sampling phase since the latter is absorbed in uk
(the dependency of uk on t0 has been omitted in (14) for
brevity). This property will prove particularly useful for
the problem at hand considering an estimation of the
channel matrix obtained via JD where target matrices
have to share a congruent form (e.g. see [24, 26]). For
this reason, a modeling of xk according to (5) will be
retained for the rest of the paper instead of a FIR-MIMO
equivalent in (14).
3 Exploiting Sampling Phase Diversity
This section describes how sampling phase diversity
combined with the cyclostationarity nature of the re-
ceived signals under natural asynchronous conditions
can be exploited to construct a set of autocorrelation
matrices suitable for a general BSS problem. Details
about the specific JD operation for estimation of B will
be given in Section 4.
As mentioned in the introductory section of the
paper, the work of Rong et al. in [18] has also been
developed in a context of wireless communications,
where estimation of the channel matrix was performed
considering a set of zero-lag autocorrelation matrices.
Prior to undergoing any further analysis related to the
current problem, we first wish to rectify a number
of claims made by the same authors regarding some
aspects of signal apprehension in a general wireless
communication context.
On page 2, the authors advocate the use of zero-
lag autocorrelation matrices by describing some limita-
tions inherent to SOBI-like algorithms where multiple
autocorrelation evaluations of the received signals at
5Note that vector sk remains constant for each sample sequence
since data values are also constant over one symbol period [41].
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non-zero lags are exploited. It is first claimed that
application of the latter methods requires the existence
of a long-time coherence of the source signals in order
to obtain enough cross-covariance matrices for a joint
diagonalization process and to guarantee identifiability.
A confusion is made here by linking the existence of
time-lag autocorrelation with the coherence time of a
particular source signal, which is defined as a measure
of characterization of the time varying nature of the
channel due to the relative mobile velocity, and which is
inversely proportional to the Doppler spread [54]. Nev-
ertheless, the general idea here under the time-invariant
assumption considered refers to the fact that large
delay spreads are required in order to obtain sufficient
cross-correlation for application of the said algorithms.
Although such large delay spreads would indeed allow
exploitation of larger lag autocorrelation evaluations,
cross-correlation exists at a more fundamental level
within the pulse-shaped nature of the received signals
themselves and can be rightfully exploited even with-
out delay spread (i.e. a coherent scenario).
Secondly, the authors also claim that communication
signals sampled at the symbol rate are uncorrelated,
and hence that higher lag autocorrelations cannot be
exploited. This seemingly intuitive statement has its
origins in the fact that the transmitted symbols tsgmum
of each source signal in (6) are uncorrelated, and
therefore that cross-correlation evaluated at time lags
greater or equal than T is consequently nil. Such a
reasoning is wrong considering that practical symbol
pulse shaping waveforms temporally extend to much
more than a symbol period, which is key to spectral
efficiency (as explained in Section 2.2.2, see [54]). This
implies that energy from a given symbol received at a
time t contributes to the source signal value at times
up to W{2 (for symmetric pulses of width W), thus
yielding cross-correlation for any general value of W.
Moreover, it will be shown that autocorrelation of a
source signal at lags equal to integer values of the
symbol period (but within W) is generally non-zero
depending on the sampling phase of the considered
signal.
Despite these odd claims however, the estimation
principle of [18] based on AJD or on a PARAFAC anal-
ysis [55] from a set of zero-lag autocorrelation matrices
remains nonetheless valid and practically functional.
We will now proceed to the description and justification
of the construction process of autocorrelation matrices
to be considered in this paper and for subsequent
processing in Section 4.
The received signal vector xptq in (4) is a cyclosta-
tionary random process of period T with respect to
t, whereas a sequence txkuKk1 obtained by sampling
of the same vector at a rate 1{Ts  1{T is a wide-
sense stationary random process [41]. Such behaviour
arise from the nature of ugptq in (6), where pulses of
iid amplitudes equally spaced in time implies that the
signal statistical properties vary cyclically over time.
The cyclostationary nature of communication signals
has been widely studied in the literature and exploited
to various estimation purposes. A review of popular
algorithms and techniques will not be presented in this
section but the reader is referred to [56] and references
therein for a comprehensive coverage on the subject.
In this paper we consider a general array autocorre-
lation matrix of the form:
Rxxpt, τq  Etxptqx:pt  τqu
 BEtuptqu:pt  τquB:   Etnptqn:pt  τqu
 BRuupt, τqB:   Rnnpt, τq , (16)
which depends on both t and τ. Note that since
tugptquGg1 are independent random processes, Ruupt, τq
is always a diagonal matrix. To give a more intuitive
picture of how the cyclostationarity property of the re-
ceived signals under general asynchronous conditions
is to be exploited via eq. (16), consider the computation





of Fig. 1. Taking t  0 as the time of the first sample in
each cases, we have:
Rxx1  Rxxp0, 0q  BRuup0, 0qB: ,
R1xx1  R1xxp0, 0q  BR1uup0, 0qB: ,
R1xx2  R1xxpT{2, 0q  BR1uupT{2, 0qB: ,
since noise is neglected and since an upsampling factor
U  2 is considered in (b). Under the synchronous
conditions of case (a), sampling and symbol instants are
coincident and consequently source signal values are
restricted in t1, 1u with equal probability. Therefore,
diagtRuup0, 0qu  rσ2sym1 σ2sym2sJ where σ2symg is the
symbol power of the g-th source signal (in this case
σ2sym1  σ2sym2  1). In (b), sampling and symbol
instants of the sources are not coincident, and as a
result ugptkq R t1, 1u6. We now have diagtR1uup0, 0qu 
ra11σ2sym1 a12σ2sym2sJ where 1 ¡ a11  1 since sampling
instants are close to the symbol instants of u1ptq, and
where a12   a11 . In the second sample sequence,
diagtR1uupT{2, 0qu  ra21σ2sym1 a22σ2sym2sJ where this
time a21 has a substantially lower value than a11 since
the sample sequence is near 180 out of phase with
the symbol instants of u1ptq in a region where zero-
crossings are most likely to occur. Consequently, it fol-
lows that signal u1ptq appears with a significantly lower
power in R1xx1 than in R
1
xx2 , whereas less importance
changes are observed for u2ptq. Although these obser-
vations are specific for the particular values of τ1 and τ2
considered in Fig. 1 (b), this analysis demonstrates that
exploitation of sampling phase diversity is a simple and
advantageous way of obtaining source power diverse-
ness without requiring the need of real transmit power
variations from the mobiles as exploited in [18]. Power
diversity can also be obtained in the synchronous case
of Fig. 1 (a), but matrices tRuupt, 0qu @ t simply become
scaled versions of each other if identically modulated
signals are considered (i.e. if pgptq  pptq @ g in (6)).
In this example, the effects of sampling phase di-
versity are best emphasized considering the zero-lag
6The exact pdf of a sample ugptkq could be obtained from pgptq
considering the set of consecutive symbols having a non-zero contri-
bution to the source signal at time tk .
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autocorrelation (power) of the source signals. However,
the principle directly extends to any general value
of τ in (16). To this point it is essential for a good
understanding of the subsequent developments of the
paper that one clearly distinguishes the separate effects
of both t and τ in Ruupt, τq (or equivalently Rxxpt, τq)
from an intuitive point of view. Evaluation with respect
to t yields a periodic function in T since signal values
tugpt  kTqukPZ in (6) are identically distributed consid-
ering a sufficiently large transmitted symbol sequence.
On the other hand, evaluation of Ruupt, τq with respect
to τ represents the statistical correlation between uptq
and its delayed conjugate copy upt  τq. As τ increases
(or decreases), Ruupt, τq eventually goes to zero for any
t due to the finite width of pgptq @ g.
As a means of better characterizing and comparing
the statistical properties of the received source signals,
we define a normalized autocorrelation profile (NAP)







A complete theoretical derivation of (17) under the most
general signal conditions is presented in Appendix,
along with some discussions about important practical
results. The NAP is a real function periodic in t with
period T, is independent of symbol power and provides
insight as to how much autocorrelation diversity is
to be obtained by sampling phase variation (when
considered with respect to time). For example, Fig. 4
displays NAP evaluations for the most common pulse-
shaped signals (RC and Gaussian pulses) in a variety
of conditions. It can be observed that the modulation
parameters as well as the lengths and window types of
pulse shaping functions have a marked effect on NAP
diversity. Note that the normalization factor 1{σ2symg
in (17) could also be accounted for in B for each source
signal as performed in [17]. We preferred however to
adopt the actual notation to make a more intuitive dis-
tinction between channel and signal related properties.
The set of autocorrelation matrices to be considered
for estimation of B via JD is directly obtained from (16)
under general asynchronous signal conditions, where
sampling phase variation is obtained by considering
sets of distinct baud-sampled sequences from oversam-
pling of xptq as explained in Section 2.2.2. Although ex-
ploitation of time lags greater than the symbol period is
possible, as previously mentioned, we will nonetheless
impose τmax  T for numerical computations in (16)
considering that autocorrelation is likely to further de-
crease with larger lags, and also to limit the number of
possible target matrices from which estimation of B is
to be performed. Considering an integer oversampling
factor U, a set of autocorrelation matrices is obtained as:
Rpp,qqxx ﬁ Rxxpt  pT{U, τ  qT{Uq
 BRpp,qquu B:   Rpp,qqnn ,
(18)
p P t0, 1, . . . , U  1u , q P t0, 1, . . . , Uu ,
where time t  0 is taken as the first sampling instant.
Fig. 5 depicts the general computation process in case
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of b th t and τ in Ruupt, τq (or equivale tly Rxxpt, τq)
from an intuitive point of view. Evaluation with respect
t t yields a periodic function in T since signal values
t gpt` kTqukPZ in (6) are id ntically distribut d consid-
ering a sufficient y large transmitt d symbol sequence.
On the o her hand, evaluation of Ruupt, τq with respect
to τ represen s the statistical correlation between uptq
and its delayed conjugate copy u˚pt` τq. A τ increases
(or decreases), Ruupt, τq ventually goe to zero for any
t due to the finite width of pgptq @ g.
As a means of better characterizing and comparing
the statistical prop rties of the received source signals,
we define normalized autocorrelation profile (NAP)
for each particular envelop ugptq such that:





A complete theoretical derivation of (17) under the most
general signal conditions is presented in Appendix,
along with some discussions about important practical
results. The NAP is a real function periodic in t with
period T, is independent of symbol power and provides
insight as to how much autocorrelation diversity is
to be obtained by sampling phase variation (when
considered with respect to time). For example, Fig. 4
displays NAP evaluations for the most common pulse-
shaped signals (RC and Gaussian pulses) in a variety
of conditions. It can be observed that the modulation
parameters as well as the lengths and window types of
pulse shaping functions have a marked effect on NAP
diversity. Note that the normalization factor 1{σ2symg in
(17) could al o be accounted for in B for each source
sign l as performed in [17]. We preferred however t
adopt the actual notation to m ke more intuitive dis-
tinction between channel and signal related properties.
The set of autocorrelation matrices to be considered
for estimation of B via JD is directly obtained from (16)
under general asynchronous signal conditions, where
sampling phase variation is obtained by considering
sets of distinct baud-sampled sequences from versam-
pling of xptq as explained in Section 2.2.2. Although ex-
ploitation of time lags greater than the symbol period is
possible, as previously mentioned, w will n eth less
impose τmax “ T for num rical computations in (16)
considering that autocorrelation is likely to further de-
crease with larger l , and also to limit the number of
pos ible target matrices from which estimati of B is
to be p rformed. Considering an integer oversampling
factor U, a set of autoco relation matrices is obtained
as:
Rpp,qqxx fi Rxxpt “ pT{U, τ “ qT{Uq
” BRpp,qquu B: ` Rpp,qqnn ,
(18)
p P t0, 1, . . . , U ´ 1u , q P t0, 1, . . . , u ,
where time t “ 0 is taken as the first sampling instant.
Fig. 5 depicts the general computation process in case
where U “ 4. In general, the combination of U different
sampling phases and U` 1 distinct time lags allows the
formation of UpU` 1q distinct autocorrelation matrices.





























Figure 5. Construction principle of autocorrelation matrices (sam-
pling instants) considering an upsampling factor U “ 4, a maximum
time lag τmax “ T and an observation time of P symbol periods.
4 Performing JDDTM
4.1 General derivations
Given (18), estimation of B can be performed from
(18) by standard JD techniques similar to those con-
sidered in [18]–[21]. Alternatively, it could also be
performed by a parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) as
considered in [18]. However, in either case one would
first have to eliminate the noise term Rpp,qqnn in (18)
in order to obtain target matrices having the required
eigenstructure. This process is carried on in the latter
works by either assuming a temporally white noise7,
implying that Rpp,qqnn “ 0 @ q ‰ 0, and/or performing
noise variance estimation from an eigenvalue analysis
of any Rpp,0qxx and then subtracting an estimate Rˆ
pp,0q
nn
from Rpp,0qxx @ p. The applicability of this approach is
severely limited by the noise distribution, and it also
imposes additional constraints on the maximum num-
ber of source signals guaranteeing that at least one
eigenvalue of Rpp,0qxx be associated with noise variance.
In order to circumvent such limitations, we will adopt
in this paper an estimation approach of B not directly
drawn from (18), but rather based on a differential op-
eration among appropriate matrices of the set. Recalling
the stationary assumption on nptq, it follows that:
Rpp1,qqnn “ Rpp2,qqnn @ tp1, p2u P t0, 1, . . . , U ´ 1u , (19)
since noise sample sequences are identically dis-
tributed8 for any sampling phase index p. Therefore,
we can define a differential autocorrelation matrix:
∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx fi Rpp1,qqxx ´ Rpp2,qqxx
“ B`Rpp1,qquu ´ Rpp2,qquu ˘B: `
0hkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
Rpp1,qqnn ´ Rpp2,qqnn
7A white noise has an infinite variance. The commonly encountered
references to such types of noise is a language abuse to specify that
a noise of finite variance is uncorrelated either temporally (between
samples measured at different times) and/or spatially (between
samples measured at different locations, e.g. on different elements).
8It is however sufficient for this property to be satisfied that nptq
be cyclostationary with t of period Ts “ T{U such that it remains
identically distributed at each sampling instant.
Figure 5. onstruction ri ci le f t rr l ti i
pling instants) consideri g a sa li f t  ,
ti e lag τmax  T an a o ser ati ti f l i .
where U  4. In general, the combination of U different
sampling phases and U  1 distinct time lags allows the
formation of UpU  1q distinct autocorrelation matrices.
4 Performing JDDTM
4.1 General Derivations
Given (18), estimation of B can be performed
f om (18) by standard JD techniqu s similar to those
considered in [18–21]. Alternatively, t could also be
performed by a parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) as
c nsidered in [18]. However, in either case one would
first have to eliminate the noise term Rpp,qqnn in (18)
in order to obtain target matrices havi g th required
eigenstructure. This process is carried on in the latter
works by either assuming a temporally white noise7,
implying that Rpp,qqnn  0 @ q  0, and/or performing
noise variance estimation from an eigenvalue analysis
of any Rpp,0qxx and then subtracti g an estimate Rˆ
pp,0q
nn
from Rpp,0qxx @ p. The applicability of this approach is
severely lim ted by the noise d str bution, and it also
impo es additional constraints on t e maximum num-
ber of s urce signals guaranteeing that at least ne
eigenvalue of Rpp,0qxx be associated with noise variance.
In order to circumvent such limitations, we will adopt
in this paper an estimation approach of B not directly
drawn from (18), but rather based on a differential op-
eration among appropriate matrices of the set. Recalling
the stationary assumption on nptq, it follows that:
Rpp1,qqnn  Rpp2,qqnn @ tp1, p2u P t0, 1, . . . , U  1u , (19)
since noise sample sequences are identically dis-
tributed8 for any sampling phase index p. Therefore,
7A white noise has an infinite variance. The commonly encountered
references to such types of noise is a language abuse to specify that
a noise of finite variance is uncorrelated either temporally (between
samples measured at different times) and/or spatially (between
samples measured at different locations, e.g. on different elements).
8It is however sufficient for this property to be satisfied that nptq
be cyclostationary with t of period Ts  T{U such that it remains
identically distributed at each sampling instant.
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τ=0 τ=T/3 τ=2T/3
Figure 4. NAPs of differently modulated signals evaluated at time lags τ P t0, T{3, 2T{3u. Curves are plotted as a function of t{T P r0, 1s where
t  0 and t  T correspond to symbol instants. For convenience, a symbol period of T  1 has been considered for Gaussian pulses.
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 B Rpp1,qquu  Rpp2,qquu B:  
0hkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
Rpp1,qqnn  Rpp2,qqnn
 B∆Rpp1,p2,qquu B: , (20)
which now has a closer form to the ideal eigenstructure.
The value of ∆Rpp1,p2,qquu depends on the statistical nature
of the source signals as well as asynchronous delays
tτguGg1, and is generally non-zero for p1  p2. The
advantages of adopting a differential approach of the
kind are:
1) Elimination of the need for noise variance estima-
tion (assuming a spatially white noise of the type
σ2n I, see [17, 18]). This operation is required when
a zero-lag autocorrelation matrix is included in the
set of target matrices.
2) Adaptability to virtually all types of noise distribu-
tions regardless of spatial or temporal correlation.
3) Exploitation of the complete degree of freedom of
the array. Since the condition G   N ensuring that
the lowest eigenvalue of Rpp,0qxx @ p be equal to the
noise variance is no longer needed, up to G  N
source signals can be considered.
Note that eq. (20) cannot be exploited under assump-
tion of a stationary observable vector xptq (consider-
ing possible application of the algorithm in contexts
other than digital communications), since it would im-
ply that Rpp1,qquu  Rpp2,qquu @ tp1, p2u and consequently
that ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx  0 in (20). The practicability of our
approach relies on natural autocorrelation diversity
provided by the cyclostationary nature of communica-
tion signals in a general asynchronous context where
∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx is generally non-zero.
An examination of eq. (20) shows that ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx 
∆Rpp2,p1,qqxx . Hence either one of such matrices is of
potential use for estimation of B. In general, among the
set of U autocorrelation matrices obtained at different
sampling phases p for each time lag q, U2 differential
autocorrelation matrices ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx can be obtained
from (20) but only UpU  1q{2 effective ones will be






Considering the U   1 distinct time lag values in (18),
the maximum number of DTM D to be considered for
estimation of B is hence given by:
D  1
2
UpU  1qpU   1q . (22)
Table I lists some evaluations of (22), and exemplifies
the rapid increase of D with U. It also follows from (22)
that an upsampling factor U ¥ 2 is necessary for
application of the algorithm.
The literature provides a wide spectrum of AJD
techniques with a particular emphasis on the BSS prob-
lem [22–30] (more particularly, see [22] for a short sum-
mary of popular existing algorithms on the subject).
Table I
Upsampling Factor U and Corresponding Maximum Number of
DTM D
U 2 3 4 5 6
D 3 12 30 60 105
Given a set tRd  QΛdQ:uDd1 of target matrices such
that Q P CNN and Λd @ d is diagonal, the JD process
consists in determining a joint diagonalizer V such that
VRdV: @ d is also a diagonal matrix. An ideal solution
has the form V  ZQ1 where Z is a scale permutation
matrix containing only one non-zero element per line
and column. An estimation of Q is then obtained as
Qˆ  V1.
When the set tRduDd1 is not composed of ideal
eigenmatrices (e.g. the case of autocorrelation matrix
estimates obtained by a finite number of samples), the
operation is rather referred to as AJD. The differences
between existing AJD algorithms essentially lie in the
choice or implementation of an appropriate optimiza-
tion criterion, the most popular being the minimiza-
tion of the off-diagonal element amplitudes of the set
tVRdV:uDd1 [22, 25].
For convenience, most AJD algorithms assume that
the mixing or channel matrix is full-rank and in-
vertible. This is not the case for B in (21) since
ranktBu  minpN, Gq. The set of matrices ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx
can be adapted to such a compatible form by noting
that the columns of B lies in the signal subspace. More
specifically, expressing a given ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx in (21) in






















where Epp1,p2,qqs P CNG represents a set of orthonor-
mal basis vectors of the signal subspace9. From (20)
and (23), it follows that B can be expressed in terms
of Epp1,p2,qqs such that:
B  Epp1,p2,qqs Qpp1,p2,qq , (24)
where Qpp1,p2,qq is a G  G coefficient matrix. Alterna-
tively, a set of orthonormal basis vectors of the signal
subspace may also be obtained not from a single, but
from the joint use of all D matrices ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx in (21)
(considering all q P t0, 1, . . . , Uu). Such an approach is
furthermore desirable considering the use of practical
matrix estimates obtained by a finite number of samples
where the choice of an optimal target matrix ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx
in (23) could be ambiguous. To this end, one can express
9The dimension of the signal subspace estimated from ∆Rpp1 ,p2 ,qqxx
in (21) is generally G under natural asynchronous conditions, but
a finite set of specific values of tτguGg1 for identically modulated
signals can reduce this number. These aspects are discussed in more
details in Section 4.3.
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the joint singular value decomposition (SVD) of the

















 UsSsV:s , (25)
where Us P CNG as in (23) since Ss is generally GG.
A more representative set of orthonormal basis vectors
of the signal subspace may hence be taken as:
Es  Us (26)
such that:
B  EsQñ E:sB  Q . (27)
The set of target matrices to be considered for JD is























The BSS problem hence reduces to the estimation of
Q P CGG (and subsequently B in (27)), which is
nonsingular if B has full column rank. Note that this
operation also reduces the computational complexity





s in (28). In essence, the
procedure resembles the whitening process considered
in [17] without however requiring Q to be unitary
(only full-rank), a property that has been identified to
restrict the performance of related BSS algorithms [57].
Upon obtaining an estimate Qˆ of Q by AJD of (28), an
estimate Bˆ of B is obtained as:
Bˆ  EsQˆ . (30)
4.2 A Set of “More Representative” Target Matrices
Consider application of the algorithm with a very
large oversampling factor U. The time Ts  T{U
separating two samples is consequently very small,
and as a result matrices Rpp,qquu and R
pp 1,qq
uu for p ¤
U  2 in (18) take very similar values, implying that
Rpp,qqxx  Rpp 1,qqxx (refer to Figs. 1 (b) and 5). One





s  0 in (29). The set of target matrices
to be considered for AJD thus encompasses a mixture
of arbitrarily low-valued element matrices (of low rele-
vance), as well as better conditioned matrices resulting
from higher statistical diversity obtained at different
sampling phases. A similar situation could also arise for
a low value of U if appropriate conditions on tτguGg1
are satisfied for particular values of p1 and p2 in (21).
The work of Yeredor in [58] proves particularly useful
in such a context since it allows the computation of two
“more representative” matrices from the set of initial tar-
get matrices, which can then be considered for AJD. The
procedure is shown to be optimal in the least-squares
(LS) sense for target matrices of size of 2  2, and to
yield fairly “good” results in larger scale problems such
as herein considered (in general). Given its potential
utility in (28), a brief description of the main guidelines
of this procedure will now be presented.
The principle is inspired from [59], and based on the
minimization of a direct least-squares (DLS) criterion
defined as:
CDLSpQˆ, t∆Rˆpdquu uDd1q ﬁ
D¸
d1
||∆Rpdqxx  Qˆ∆Rˆpdquu Qˆ:||2F ,
(31)
where ||  ||F denotes the Frobenius norm. Using the
vector operator vecpq : CNM Ñ CNM1 and the
Khatri-Rao product of two matrices (in this case defined
as a matrix A  B  ra1 b b1, a2 b b2, . . .s where ‘b’
denotes the Kronecker product), it is shown that each
term of the CDLS sum can be equivalently expressed as:
||∆Rpdqxx  Qˆ∆Rˆpdquu Qˆ:||2F  ||md  Qˆpˆd||2F , (32)
where md  vect∆Rpdqxx u, Qˆ  Qˆ  Qˆ, and pˆd 
diagt∆Rˆpdquu u. The parameters t∆Rˆpdquu uDd1 are generally
not of interest in a BSS problem, and consequently
minimization of (31) can be performed for each term
of the sum with respect to ∆Rˆpdquu (or pˆd in (32)). We
have:
md  Qˆpˆd  0 ñ pˆd 
 Qˆ:Qˆ1Qˆ:md  Qˆ#md ,
(33)
which is an optimal solution in the LS sense. Substitut-









where PKpQˆq  I QˆQˆ# is Hermitian and idempotent














 trace PKpQˆqY( . (35)
The EVD of Y in (35) can be expressed as:






λ1 ¥ λ2 ¥ . . . ,¥ λG2 ¥ 0 ,
(36)
where it is assumed that Qˆ P CGG (Gˆ  G) such that
md P CG21. Yeredor then shows that a lower bound on
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The result follows from noting that ranktQˆu 
ranktQˆu, and consequently that rank PKpQˆq( ¥ G2 
ranktQˆu  r. Recalling that the eigenvalues of
an idempotent matrix are either 0 or 1, it follows
that PKpQˆq can be expressed by its EVD such that
PKpQˆq  SpQˆqS:pQˆq, where SpQˆq P CG2r satisfies











where WpQˆq  S:pQˆqV P CrG2 and where wmpQˆq is
the m-th column of WpQˆq, satisfying ||wmpQˆq|| ¤ 1.
Given ||WpQˆq||2F  r, a minimum value of CDLSpQˆq is
obtained when the weights w:mpQˆqwmpQˆq of the last
r ¥ G2  G eigenvalues λm in (38) are equal to 1 (and
the others zero), thus yielding (37). Further derivations
in [58] show that this bound can almost always be
reached for target matrices tE:s∆Rpdqxx EsuDd1 of size 2 2







from (36), where the inverse vector operator satisfies
unvectvectXuu  X. For larger target matrices (G ¡ 2),
an estimate Qˆ likewise obtained is shown to be “pretty
good”, or can serve as an initial guess for a subsequent
iterative AJD algorithm.
Estimation performance considering AJD of the full
and the “more representative” sets of target matrices (SD
in (28) and S2 in (39)) will be compared in more details
in Section 5.
4.3 Identifiability
The identifiability of B to within column scale and
permutation is guaranteed provided that the set of
target matrices tQ∆Rpdquu Q:uDd1 in (28) be jointly diago-
nalizable. In such a case, an estimate Qˆ of Q possesses
the form:
Qˆ  QZ , (40)
where Z is a scale permutation matrix containing only
one non-zero element per line and column (see Sec-
tion 4.1). Qˆ is then said to be essentially equal to Q [17],
and as a result we also have Bˆ  BZ in (30). This section
is intended at discussing the necessary conditions to
guarantee identifiability of B given the general signal
model of eqs. (4) and (6).
A first requirement is that B be full column rank
such that Q be invertible in (27), and thus suitable
for a JD process. The nonsingularity of the mixing (or
channel) matrix is an assumption made in a majority
of BSS algorithms, and brings no particular limitation
given the continuous and somewhat arbitrary nature
of coefficients rBspq that would arise in a practical
situation.
Given ranktQu  G, the study of identifiability
conditions can be restricted to the particular struc-
ture of t∆Rpdquu QuDd1 in (28). It is of course necessary
that the latter matrices be diagonal, which is ensured
by the uncorrelated assumption of the source signals,
i.e. Etupptquqptqu  σ2upptqδp,q. Note also that the di-
agonal elements of Ruupt, τq in (16) are real valued
(see eq. (A.4) in Appendix), implying that ∆Rpdquu P
RGG @ d. Some general requirements on the source
signals for identifiability of the mixing matrix in JD-
based BSS algorithms are discussed in [22]. However,
[17] gives a more rigorous criterion in this regard in
the particular case where Q is unitary. Although this
condition is not generally satisfied in (27), we will
nontheless present a review of this criterion which will
subsequently prove helpful in deriving the necessary
identifiability conditions in the general case of eq. (28).
It is shown in [17], eq. (21), that identifiability of a
unitary Q to within column scale and permutation is
possible if and only if
D d
 r∆Rpdquu spp  r∆Rpdquu sqq @ p  q , (41)
i.e. if there exists at least one matrix ∆Rpdquu , d P
t1, 2, . . . , Du, having distinct diagonal elements. It can
be shown however that this condition does not always
yield accurate identifiability predictions in the most
general cases, as it is sometimes too restrictive in regard























is jointly diagonalizable in the sense of essential equality
for any full-rank Q P C33 (unitary or not) even if none
of the inner diagonal matrices satisfies (41). Otherwise,
as shown in Appendix B of [17], eq. (41) correctly
predicts a problem solvability for any unitary Q. In the
context of this paper however, eq. (41) cannot apply
since Q is generally not unitary, but it can nonetheless
serve as a good starting point to derive a somewhat
similar identifiability criterion for the set of DTM (28).
Consider in this vein any full-rank and non-unitary
Q, and suppose that r∆Rpdquu s11  0 @ d. Even if a given
∆Rpdquu satisfies (41), there exists no possibility of identi-
fying q1 (the first column of Q) to within an arbitrary
non-zero scale factor since no information about this
component is present in the set of target matrices.
However, if Q was unitary, identifiability could still
be possible considering the property of orthogonal-
ity between distinct lines and columns of a unitary
matrix. Another example would be that of a set of
target matrices of the form tQDQ:,QpαDqQ:u, where
D satisfies (41). Identifiability of Q cannot be performed
either unless the columns of Q are orthogonal, in which
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case the eigenvector matrix of either (if α  0) target
matrices can be taken as Qˆ and be essentially equal to Q.
From the latter considerations and accounting
for the presence of arbitrary numbers of zeros in
diagt∆Rpdquu u @ d given the differential approach of
eq. (20), a general identifiability criterion may now
be formulated inspired from [17] for any full-rank
Q P CGG and diagonal ∆Rpdquu P RGG in (28). First
let the d-th row of a matrix M P RDG correspond to
the diagonal elements of the d-th target matrix:
Md1 Md2 . . . MdG
  diagt∆Rpdquu uJ ,
d P t1, 2, . . . , Du .
(43)
Then a non-zero joint diagonalizer of the form Qˆ1 
pQZq1 exists for the set of target matrices (28) if and
only if
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and diagonal ∆Rpdquu P RGˆG in (28). First let the d-th
row of a matrix M P RDˆG correspond to the diagonal
elements of the d-th target matrix:“
d1 d2 .
‰ “ i pdquu uJ ,
.
(43)
Then a non-z r j f t e for Qˆ´1 “
















Figure 6. Representation of matrix M with corresponding g-th




‰ ( “ 2 @ 1 ď g1 ‰ g2 ď G , (44)
where mg is the g-th column of M (refer to Fig. 6
for a structural representation). Note that this general
compact-form identifiability condition does not impose
a given ∆Rpdquu to possess distinct diagonal elements
as in (41), and also allows that a number of matrices
∆Rpdquu “ 0 @ d P t1, 2, . . . , dcu provided that a matrix
M1 constructed from ∆Rpdquu @ d P tdc ` 1, dc ` 2, . . . , Du
satisfies (44). In the example of eq. (42), we have:
M “
»–1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
fifl “ I ,
which is full-rank and satisfies (44). An identical result
would also be obtained if any number of zero matrices
would be added in (42).
One also deduces from (44) that identifiability cannot
be achieved if each component of Q is not adequately
represented in (28), e.g. if mg “ 0 for any g, or more
generally if mg1 “ αmg2 @ tg1, g2u. Interestingly, we
note that for D ě G, eq. (44) reduces to ranktMu “ G.
Although (44) gives the necessary and sufficient re-
quirement on t∆Rpdquu uDd“1 to guarantee identifiability
(given ranktQu “ G), no general condition has yet
been formulated with respect to the source model
of eq. (6), which solely determines the structure of
Ruupt, τq in (16). Suppose in this regard that the sources
are synchronous (considering any sampling phase or
oversampling factor) and have identical pulse shaping
functions, i.e. τg “ τ0 and pgptq “ pptqu @ g. Hence
NAPgpt, τq “ NAPpt, τq @ g and it follows from (17)
that
rRuupt, τqsgg “ σ2symg NAPpt, τq , (45)
and consequently
diagtRuupt, τqu “ NAPpt, τqrσ2sym1 σ2sym2 . . . σ2symG sJ .
Therefore, for any values of t1, t2, τ1 and τ2, the
diagonals of matrices Ruupt1, τ1q and Ruupt2, τ2q are
simply scaled versions of each other. Consequently,
this will also be the case for the diagonals of ma-




‰ ( ă 2 @ tg1, g2u and making identi-
fiability of Q impossible. This is a situation where the
statistical diversity of the sources cannot be exploited
due to the likeness of their distributions, and it is well
know in such contexts that BSS cannot be performed
using only second-order statistics (SOS).
It must be understood from such considerations that
our approach cannot apply in the case of synchronous
signals when identical pulse shaping functions are
considered. However, in a general asynchronous sce-
nario where it is plausible to assume that tτguGg“1 „
Up0, Tq, a situation where τg “ τ0 @ g (or generally
any circumstance of conditions on tτguGg“1 implying
that NAPgpt, τq “ NAPpt, τq @ g) has a theoretically nil
probability of occurrence. Nonetheless, there would still
exist a non-zero probability that situations of closely
distributed source signals (i.e. closely identical NAPs)
be encountered since no control can be exerted on
tτguGg“1 (i.e. without synchronization). A study of es-
timation performance in such unfavorable conditions
is presented in Section 5.5.
In order to further enhance autocorrelation diversity
such that it does not only depend on tτguGg“1, it will be
assumed that each source signal in (6) is modulated
using one among a set of distinct predefined pulse
shaping functions (i.e. pgptq P tpsptquSs“1 @ g) at each
transmission block with no particular order or prefer-
ence, and in an independent fashion for each user. This
operation is accomplished on the mobile side only with-
out requiring the use of synchronization signals and
can be easily implemented by changing coefficients of a
digital FIR pulse shaping filter from a set of predefined
values stored in memory10. Considering that such set
of coefficients be chosen randomly for each user from
a finite set of possibilities, i.e. tpsptquSă8s“1 , there would
still exist a probability that pgptq “ pptq @ g, and that
an unfortunate circumstance such as τg « τ0 @ g results
in creating unfavorable identifiability conditions. How-
ever, such an occurrence will be much less likely to
be observed than if identical pulse shaping functions
were to be used for all users. The overall operation
thus contributes to enhance autocorrelation diversity,
but is not a necessary requirement for application of
the algorithm considering that, as previously stated, the
probability of occurrence of a natural event implying
that NAPgpt, τq “ NAPpt, τq @ g is theoretically nil.
Finally, let us now resume the most important as-
sumptions made throughout the paper, which, in a
similar vein, are also general requirements for identi-
fiability.
‚ A narrowband signal context with respect to the
10By changing the coefficients without affecting the number of
symbol taps of a digital filter, the width of the transmit pulse
shaping function remains constant and the operation brings literally
no increase in hardware/implementation complexity.
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  ¤ 1  g2 ¤ G , (4 )
where g is t f (refer to Fig. 6
for a struct r l . t that this general
compact-for i tifi ilit iti oes not impose
a given ∆ pdquu t ssess isti ct iagonal elements
as in (41), and also allo s that a nu ber of matrices
∆Rpdquu  0 @ d P t1, 2, . . . , dcu provided that a matrix
M1 constructed from ∆Rpdquu @ d P tdc   1, dc   2, . . . , Du
satisfies (44). In the example of eq. (42), we have:
M 

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
ﬁ
ﬂ  I ,
which is full-rank and satisfies (44). An identical result
would also be obtained if any number of zero matrices
would be added in (42).
One also deduces from (44) that identifiability cannot
be achieved if each component of Q is not adequately
represented in (28), e.g. if mg  0 for any g, or more
generally if mg1  αmg2 @ tg1, g2u. Interestingly, we
note that for D ¥ G, eq. (44) reduces to ranktMu  G.
Although (44) gives the necessary and sufficient re-
quirement on t∆Rpdquu uDd1 to guarantee identifiability
(given ranktQu  G), no general condition has yet
been formulated with respect to the source model
of eq. (6), which solely determines the structure of
Ruupt, τq in (16). Suppose in this regard that the sources
are synchronous (considering any sampling phase or
oversampling factor) an have identical pulse s ping
functions, i.e. τg  τ0 and pgptq  pptqu @ g. Hence
NAPgpt, τq  NAPpt, τq @ g and it follows from (17)
that
rRuupt, τqsgg  σ2symg NAPpt, τq , (45)
and consequently
diagtRuupt, τqu  NAPpt, τqrσ2sym1 σ
2
sym2
. . . σ2symG s
J .
Therefore, for any values of t1, t2, τ1 and τ2, the
diagonals of matrices Ruupt1, τ1q and Ruupt2, τ2q are
simply scaled versions of each other. Consequently,
this will also be the case for the diagonals of ma-




 (   2 @ tg1, g2u and maki g id nti-
fiability of Q impossible. This is a ituation wh re the
statistical diversity of the sources cann t be explo ted
due to the likeness of their distributio s, and it is well
know in such texts that BSS annot be performed
using only seco -order statistic (SOS).
It must be underst od from suc considerations that
our approach cannot apply in the case of synchronous
signals when identical pulse shaping functions are
considered. However, in a general asynchronous sce-
nario where it is plausible to assume that tτguGg1 
Up0, Tq, a situation where τg  τ0 @ g (or generally
any circumstance of conditions on tτguGg1 implying
that NAPgpt, τq  NAPpt, τq @ g) has a theoretically nil
probability of occurrence. Nonetheless, there would still
exist a non-zero probability that situations of closely
distributed source signals (i.e. closely identical NAPs)
be encountered since no control can be exerted on
tτguGg1 (i.e. without synchronization). A study of es-
timation performance in such unfavorable conditions
is presented in Section 5.5.
In order to further enhance autocorrelation diversity
such that it does not only depend on tτguGg1, it will be
assumed that each source signal in (6) is modulated
using one among a set of distinct predefined pulse
shaping functions (i.e. pgptq P tpsptquSs1 @ g) at each
transmission block with no particular order or prefer-
ence, and in an independent fashion for each user. This
operation is accomplished on the mobile side only with-
out requiring the use of synchronization signals and
can be easily implemented by changing coefficients of a
digital FIR pulse shaping filter f om a set of pred fined
values stored in memory10. Considering that such set
of coefficients be chosen randomly for each user f om
a finite set of possibilities, i.e. tps tquS 8s1 , there would
still exist a probability that pg tq  pptq @ g, and that
an unfortunate circumstance such as τg  τ0 @ g results
in creating unfavorable identifiability conditions. How-
ever, such an occurrence will be much less likely to
be observed than if identical pulse shaping functions
were to be used for all users. The overall operation
thus contributes to enhance autocorrelation diversity,
but is not a necessary requirement for application of
10By changing the coefficients without affecting the number of
symbol taps of a digital filter, the width of the transmit pulse
shaping function remains constant and the operation brings literally
no increase in hardware/implementation complexity.
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the algorithm considering that, as previously stated, the
probability of occurrence of a natural event implying
that NAPgpt, τq  NAPpt, τq @ g is theoretically nil.
Finally, let us now resume the most important as-
sumptions made throughout the paper, which, in a
similar vein, are also general requirements for identi-
fiability.
 A narrowband signal context with respect to the
array dimensions. This allows the time domain
received signal vector to be expressed in a compact
matrix form such as (1).
 A time-invariant channel. This important assump-
tion implies that matrix B remains constant over
time (implying slow or nil fading), and is a neces-
sary condition for BSS algorithms relying statistical
estimates obtained by time averages.
 There is negligible delay spread. This allows the
received source signals ugptq @ g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu to
be modeled as independent random processes, and
is necessary so that Ruupt, τq be diagonal in (16).
 Signals are transmitted from the mobiles to the
receiving array in a baud-asynchronous fashion
where, for the duration of the observation pe-
riod, τg  Up0, Tq @ g where parameters tτguGg1
are independent of each other. Such asynchronous
conditions are naturally likely to arise in practical
scenario, but we recall that our estimation prin-
ciple cannot apply under synchronous conditions
(τg  τ0 @ g) if identical pulse shaping functions
are considered for all users (pgptq  pptq @ g).
 Matrix B P CNG has full column rank (which also
implies that G ¤ N). This is a necessary condition
to allow its identifiability via JD.
 The noise vector nptq is a stationary random pro-
cess, or at least cyclostationary in t with period
T{paUq where a ¥ 1 is an integer. This property is
essential to obtain noise-free differential autocorre-
lation matrices ∆Rpp1,p2,qqxx in (20) which provide the
necessary structure for a subsequent JD process.
5 Simulation Results
This section presents various simulation results in-
tended to illustrate the performance behaviour of the
proposed estimation algorithm in a broad variety of
scenarios. It will be shown how by the sole use of
SOS, blind identification of B can be achieved based
on the DTM construction principle of eq. (20) using
standard AJD techniques. The advantages of the latter
principle will also be evidenced in cases of complex
noise statistical distributions when a maximum number
of users Gmax  N is considered.
In essence, the algorithm proceeds in four main steps:
1) Given an integer oversampling factor U, compute
Rpp,qqxx for all p’s and q’s in (18).
2) Form the set of DTM from (20), (28) and (26).
3) Estimate Q by perform AJD on (28) using an
appropriate existing algorithm.
4) Estimate B from (30).
Considering an observation time of P symbol periods,

















For simplicity, the received pulse shaping functions
pgptq @ g are considered to be ideal windowed (rect-
angular) RC pulse functions of width W  6T (see eqs.
(A.5) and (A.11) in Appendix) for all experiments. As
explained in Section 4.3, each source signal is transmit-
ted using one among a set of distinct predefined pulse
shaping functions (i.e. pgptq P tpsptquSs1). These distinct
functions will be generated in the present case consider-
ing a change of parameter β, leading to the definition of
a vector β  β1 β2 . . . βGJ representing the roll-
off factors of each corresponding source signal. Like-
wise we also define a vector τ  τ1 τ2 . . . τGJ
representing the corresponding asynchronous delays.
The performance index used in all experiments is
a similar version of the global rejection level (GRL)





 |rBˆ#Bspq|2( ¥ 0 . (47)
The definition is based on the idea that a close es-
timate Bˆ of B implies that Bˆ#B  I, which in turn
yields GRL  0. This formulation, however, implies
that larger column-sized matrices generate higher GRLs
than smaller sized ones for equivalent quality estimates
(say, the distribution of |rBˆ#Bspq|2 for p  q) since the
net sum of all anti-diagonal elements is considered.
In order to compare the estimation performance of
differently sized channel matrix on a same basis, we
define a modified and averaged version of the GRL


























Hpq  |rBˆ#Bspq|2 , B P CNG , N ¥ G .
This new performance index goes to zero only if Bˆ is
essentially equal to B (i.e. if Bˆ  BZ where Z is a scale
and column permutation matrix). The computation av-
eraged over all G2 elements of Bˆ#B now provides a
better comparison basis11, and for this reason eq. (48)
will be considered for all experiments.









11Normalized performance criterions similar to (48) were also
considered in [26].
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and depends on the variance σ2symg of the transmitted
symbol sequence as well as the pulse shaping func-
tion pgptq, as shown in Appendix. In all simulations
however, we will more conveniently refer to the power
of a received signal ugptq as the variance σ2symg of its
corresponding symbol sequence. Such a designation
(although inexact) will allow to better compare the es-
timation performance of differently distributed signals
through the use of different pulse shaping functions,
and will not impact on the generality of the observa-
tions to be made.
For all experiments, a SNR measure is defined as
the ratio of mean source symbol power to mean noise













However, since equal source and noise powers will
be considered in all cases, this expression reduces to
SNR  σ2sym{σ2n . In experiments 1 to 5, a temporally
and spatially white Gaussian noise will be considered
to emphasize performance behaviour with respect to
signal related aspects. A differently distributed noise
(but sill Gaussian) will be considered in experiment 6.
Note also that in order to more conveniently evalu-
ate the performance index of differently parametrized
signals in various contexts, it will be assumed that G
is known. In practice however, an estimate of G can
be obtained by application of the well known AIC [60]
or MDL [61] detection criteria on the singular values
of (25).
Note finally that a parameter S will be used in all
experiments to denote the number of simulation runs
used for averaging operations.
5.1 Experiment 1: Performance Comparison of
Different AJD Algorithms
This first experiment is intended to compare the
performance of different AJD algorithms in a same
signal context. The literature provides a vast assortment
of algorithms capable of solving the JD problem of
eq. (28). In this section however, the following four
algorithms will be considered:
 CVFFDIAG [25]. This algorithm represents an
adaptation of the popular FFDIAG [29] to complex-
valued problems. The authors propose a low-
complexity iterative scheme having good perfor-
mance and a relative ease of implementation.
 U-WEDGE [23]. This algorithm presents an in-
teresting iterative approach based on exhaustive
diagonalization using Gaussian iterations. It is no-
tably popular in the literature and proves directly
compatible with the set of target matrices in (28).
 s-BIA [24]. This AJD algorithm implements an
original bi-iterative process inspired from ACDC
[27]. The authors provide a comprehensive litera-
ture review along with various simulation results
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
 IDIEM [26]. This recent work presents an inter-
esting direct (noniterative) solution to the AJD
problem of a set of complex eigenmatrices. The
algorithm has a low computational complexity and
provides closed-form approximate solutions for
the direct least-squares optimization criterion.
In this experiment, an array of N  4 elements is con-
sidered along with G  2 impinging BPSK-modulated
signals and an upsampling factor U  2. Fixed param-
eters β  0.2 0.4J and τ  T 0.1 0.5J are also
considered. Fig. 7 displays the overall results for each
algorithm considering both the full and “more represen-
tative” set of target matrices according to (28) and (39).
Note however that the IDIEM algorithm already im-
plements a computation of a “more representative” set of
target matrices (also inspired from [58]), and for this
reason only the full set of target matrices is considered
in its case. Each point of the curves in Fig. 7 is gener-
ated from S  500 simulation runs considering block
lengths of P  2000 symbol periods. Discontinuities
represent a non convergence of the estimated solution
for the considered algorithm, which happens as a joint
diagonalizer estimate Vˆ becomes close to singular, and
is detected using a threshold on the norm of Qˆ in (30).
The first three graphs are generated considering
fixed channel matrices (but different ones in each
three cases), which is meant to better appreciate the
behaviour of each algorithm in different numerical
contexts. In (a) specifically, it can be seen that even
at high SNRs CVFFDIAG, s-BIA and IDIEM converge
to a non-optimal solution12, whereas U-WEDGE still
achieves good performance. It can also be seen that the
use of the “more representative” set of target matrices
generally worsens performance in all cases, and at a
higher degree at low SNRs. This somewhat counter-
intuitive observation can be explained from the fact
that, although the use of eq. (39) significantly reduces
the complexity of the AJD problem, the effective set
reduction operation, from the standpoint of informa-
tion theory, represents a simple loss of information.
Although it was mentioned in [58] that the two “more
representative” matrices could be either used for direct
AJD or as an initial guess for a subsequent iterative
algorithm, a general approach aiming at restricting the
number of target matrices will always be subject to
such a drawback. As observed in Fig. 7, the operation
becomes more beneficial however as the SNR or more
specifically the observation time PT increases, implying
that the initial set of target matrices becomes closer to
its ideal eigenstructure, but otherwise is not likely to
bring improvement in performance.
Fig. 7 also shows that U-WEDGE clearly outperforms
other algorithms for all SNR values in a consistent
manner. This overall behaviour is confirmed in case (d)
where matrix B is given a random value at each
simulation run with Bpq  N p0, 1q   jN p0, 1q. This
emphasises the fact that the choice of an appropriate
AJD algorithm is an important factor in maximizing the
12Convergence of AJD algorithms toward local extrema is a well
known problem in the literature. See [27, 30].
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7. Results of experiment 1. Three different fixed channel matrices are considered in (a), (b) and (c). In (d), elements of B are randomly
generated at each simulation run from a complex Gaussian distribution.
output estimation performance. Other experiments and
simulations have also shown that U-WEDGE provides
the best overall performance among other algorithms,
and for this reason it will be retained for the next
experiments.
5.2 Experiment 2: Effect of Signal Constellations
It was shown in Section 4.3 that in order to achieve
blind identification, at least two source signals must
have different NAPs. It can be seen from eq. (A.4) that
a source NAP is independent of the symbol distribu-
tion. Hence this suggests that differently modulated
signals (via different symbol distributions) should yield
identical estimation performance if the same pulse
shaping functions are used, even if from a statistical
point of view, the signals are differently distributed.
This experiment is meant to exemplify this behaviour.
Fig. 8 displays simulation results obtained consider-
ing N  4, G  3, U  3, β  0.4 0.4 0.4J,
τ  T 0.4 0.8 0.5J, P  2000 and S  500.
Elements of B are also given random values at each
simulation run as in experiment 1. We observe that
identical performance is achieved in all cases, thus
confirming that signal constellations have no effect on
the average quality of estimate.
Figure 8. Results of experiment 2. Estimation performance consider-
ing source signals having different constellations. AJD is performed
using U-WEDGE.
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Figure 9. Results of experiment 3. Performance comparison for
source signals having different pulse shaping functions. AJD is
performed using U- WEDGE.
5.3 Experiment 3: Effect of Pulse Shaping Functions
Autocorrelation diversity can be exploited if the re-
ceived signals have different NAPs, which according
to eq. (A.4) are a sole function of the source pulse
shaping functions. This experiment is intended to ex-
emplify the dependency of estimation performance on
this particular signal aspect. More particularly, Fig. 4
shows that as β decreases in (A.11), a source NAP am-
plitude (maxtpNAPpt, τqq  mintpNAPpt, τqq) also de-
creases, hence impacting negatively on autocorrelation
diversity. The tendency is particularly visible on the
graphs of the first row of the same figure for large
window lengths. Fig. 9 displays simulation results ob-
tained for signals having different pulse shaping func-
tions, which is modeled via changes in distribution of
parameter β. An array of N  6 elements is considered,
along with G  3 16-QAM modulated signals and an
upsampling factor U  3. In this experiment, B, β and
τ are given random values at each simulation run such
that Bpq  N p0, 1q   jN p0, 1q, βg  Up0, βmaxq and
τg  Up0, Tq. Calculations are performed considering
P  2000 symbol periods and S  1500 trials. The
performance dissimilarity for each set of parameter
distribution is obvious. As intuitively expected, lower
values of β decrease overall performance by providing
less diversity between elements of diagtRpp,qquu u in (18),
which in turn impacts negatively in (20). Similar results
could also have been obtained considering identical
distribution of parameter β in all cases, but different
distribution of window length W. This experiment em-
phasises the fact that the nature of the source pulse
shaping functions plays a significant role in optimizing
estimation performance.
5.4 Experiment 4: Influence of the Number of the
Target Matrices
This interesting experiment is meant to investigate
the effect on estimation performance of the total num-
ber of target matrices considered for the AJD problem
Figure 10. Results of experiment 4. Effect of upsampling factor U on
estimation performance. For each U the number of target matrices is
given by (22). AJD is performed using U-WEDGE.
in eq. (28). The number of target matrices D is set
by varying U according to (22). In this simulation, a
five-element array is considered with G  3 impinging
QPSK signals. P  2000 symbol periods are also used
for calculation of estimated autocorrelation matrices,
and results are averaged over S  2000 simulation
runs, where at each time Bpq  N p0, 1q   jN p0, 1q,
βg  Up0, 1q and τg  Up0, Tq. Fig. 10 displays
the experiment results considering the values of U
and D in Table I. For comparison, curves associated
with the “more representative” set of target matrices
have also been included. As in experiment 1, it can
be seen that the set reduction consistently worsens
performance over the considered SNR range, despite
bringing significant gain in computational complexity
(for the AJD problem) as U increases. Interestingly, it
can be observed that an increase in the number of target
matrices brings consistent improvement in performance
(considering the full set), especially at low SNRs. This
phenomenon is attributable to a better exploitation
of signal statistics via multiple autocorrelation evalu-
ations, and was also the main motivation in the devel-
opment of [17]. However the gain in Fig. 10 reaches a
finite limit as U increases and comes at the price of
significant increases in computational complexity. At
high SNRs, a less important gain is obtained for high
numbers of target matrices, which could be intuitively
predicted especially as P increases.
5.5 Experiment 5: Effect of Close Distributions
This experiment is intended to examine the perfor-
mance of the estimation procedure in a context of
closely distributed signals. More particularly, we refer
to closely distributed signals as signals having similar
NAPs, where, to an extent, estimation of B via JD of (28)
cannot be performed (see Section 4.3). In experiment 1
and 2, fixed parameters β and τ were considered at all
simulation runs and SNRs, and ensured that sources
have different NAPs. In experiment 3 and 4, a more
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complete set of test conditions was considered where β
and τ were uniformly generated in continuous intervals
at each simulation run. Overall estimation performance
thus encompassed cases of closely distributed signals,
but their effect could not be emphasized. In this ex-
periment, in order to better examine the behaviour of
estimation performance in this context, we consider a
scenario where β and τ are fixed at each simulation
run but are progressively given values according to a
parameter κ. For κ  0, the values of β and τ are
imposed such that the sources have different NAPs. For
κ  1, we have βg  β @ g and τg  τ @ g, implying
that the sources be identically modulated and perfectly
synchronous, thus having identical NAPs.
Simulations are performed considering an array of
N  4 elements, G  2 BPSK-modulated signals and
an upsampling factor U  3. Three sets of parameter






























































Fig. 11 (a) displays the performance curves obtained
for the three sets considering P  2000 symbol periods,
S  1000 simulation runs and a SNR of 10 dB. In
each case good performance is obtained for almost all
values of κ up to about 0.9. As κ increases, optimality
is reached in the statistical distribution of the sources
from points tβ0, τ0u to tβ1, τ1u, which explains the
presence of GRL minima for the three curves at differ-
ent locations. For κ  1, sources have identical NAPs
and the JD of (28) cannot be performed. The value of
about 4 dB observed at this point has no particular
meaning with regard to estimation performance.
The case of received source signals having identical
NAPs has a zero probability of occurrence consid-
ering the time-continuous nature of τg @ g and the
use of appropriate pulse shaping functions. However,
situations of closely distributed received signals are
likely to be encountered with a non-zero probability,
and estimation performance may therefore be reduced.
Fig. 11 (b) displays the performance curves obtained at
κ  0.8¯ considering the sets of parameters of eq. (51)
as a function of the number of symbol periods P. As
expected, the results show that good performance can
still be achieved in this context by considering larger
observation times.
5.6 Experiment 6: Performance Assessment in
Complex Noise Environments
This last experiment is intended to underline the ad-
vantages of the DTM construction principle explained
in Section 4. The array’s degree of freedom is now
exploited to its full extent by considering multiple
(a)
(b)
Figure 11. Results of experiment 5. (a): Estimation performance as
the NAPs of two received signals progressively becomes identical.
(b): Effect of the number of symbol periods on overall performance
for κ  0.8¯ in (a). AJD is performed using U-WEDGE.
instances of scenarios for which N  G. A tempo-
rally Gaussian colored noise having the bell shape of
Fig. 12 is also considered with a SNR measurement
given by (50). The noise is however spatially white.
In such conditions, noise variance estimation cannot
be performed by performing an eigenvalue analysis of
any zero-lag autocorrelation matrix estimate. Moreover,
non-zero-lag autocorrelation matrices will not possess
the required eigenstructure for AJD unless a sufficiently
large time lag is considered (approximately 60T{U in
the case of Fig. 12). Approaches where estimation of
the mixing matrix is directly performed from the set of
autocorrelation matrix estimates as in [18–21] can there-
fore not be applied. In this simulation, 16-QAM signals
are considered with an upsampling factor U  4.
Fig. 13 presents the performance curves associated with
different values of N  G as a function of P considering
a mean SNR of 5 dB. The number of simulation runs
is adjusted linearly in the interval from S  4000 to
S  3000, where at each time Bpq  N p0, 1q   jN p0, 1q,
βg  Up0, 1q and τg  Up0, Tq. It can be observed
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that the sources be identically modulated and perfectly
synchronous, thus having identical NAPs.
Simulations are performed considering an array of
N “ 4 elements, G “ 2 BPSK-modulated signals and
an upsampling factor U “ 3. Three sets of parameter






























































Fig. 11 (a) displays the performance curves obtained
(a)
(b)
Figure 11. Results of experiment 5. (a): Estimation performance as
the NAPs of two received signals progressively becomes identical.
(b): Effect of the number of symbol periods on overall performance
for κ “ 0.8¯ in (a). AJD is performed using U-WEDGE.
for the three sets considering P “ 2000 symbol periods,
S “ 1000 simulation runs and a SNR of 10 dB. In
each case good performance is obtained for almost all
values of κ up to about 0.9. As κ increases, optimality
is reached in the statistical distribution of the sources
from points tβ0, τ0u to tβ1, τ1u, which explains the
presence of GRL minima for the three curves at differ-
ent locations. For κ “ 1, sources have identical NAPs
and the JD of (28) cannot be performed. The value of
about ´4 dB observed at this point has no particular
meaning with regard to estimation performance.
The case of received source signals having identical
NAPs has a zero probability of occurrence considering
the time-continuous nature of τg @ g and the use of
appropriate pulse shaping functions. However, situa-
tions of closely distributed received signals are likely
to be encountered with a non-zero probability, and
estimation performance may therefore be reduced. Fig.
11 (b) displays the performance curves obtained at
κ “ 0.8¯ considering the sets of parameters of eq. (51)
as a function of the number of symbol periods P. As
expected, the results show that good performance can
still be achieved in this context by considering larger
observation times.
5.6 Experiment 6: Performance assessment in
complex noise environments
This last experiment is intended to underline the ad-
vantages of the DTM construction principle explained
in Section 4. The array’s degree of freedom is now
exploited to its full extent by considering multiple
instances of scenarios for which N “ G. A temporally
Gaussian colored noise having the bell shape of Fig. 12
is also considered with a SNR measurement given by
(50). The noise is however spatially white. In such con-
ditions, noise variance estimation cannot be performed
by performing an eigenvalue analysis of any zero-lag
autocorrelation matrix estimate. Moreover, non-zero-lag
autocorrelation matrices will not possess the required
eigenstructure for AJD unless a sufficiently large time
lag is considered (approximately 60T{U in the case of
Fig. 12). Approaches where estimation of the mixing
matrix is directly performed from the set of autocor-
relation matrix estimates as in [18]–[21] can therefore




Figure 12. Noise autocorrelation function at each sampling instant
tk “ kTs used in experiment 6.
are considered with an upsampling factor U “ 4. Fig.
13 presents the performance curves associated with
different values of N “ G as a function of P considering
a mean SNR of ´5 dB. The number of simulation runs
is adjusted linearly in the interval from S “ 4000 to
S “ 3000, where at each time Bpq „ N p0, 1q ` jN p0, 1q,
βg „ Up0, 1q and τg „ Up0, Tq. It can be observed
that better performance is achieved for smaller number
of sources, which is attributable to smaller average
Figure 12. Noise autocorrel ti f cti t each sampling instant
tk  kTs used in experi ent .
(b)
Figure 13. Results of experiment 6. Estimation performance as a
function of the number of symbol periods for different values of
N and G considering a temporally colored noise of 5 dB. AJD is
performed using U-WEDGE.
that better performance is achieved for smaller number
of sources, which is attributable to smaller average
norms of matrices Rˆuupt, τq and from the AJD operation
itself. As P increases, the GRL decreases in all cases
and confirms the effectiveness of the noise cancellation
process of eq. (20).
6 Future Works
We have shown how the cyclostationary nature of com-
munication signals in a general asynchronous context
could be exploited to perform BSS considering the JD
of a set of differential second-order autocorrelation ma-
trices. However we have also shown in Section 4.3 that
such an approach may be subject to irregular estimation
performance given the random character of tτguGg1
in (6), implying unpredictable statistical distribution of
the sources at each observation period (generally) and
giving rise to potential unfavorable estimation condi-
tions (similarity of the NAPs). Although identifiability
of B to within a scale and permutation factor is still
possible in such contexts provided that a sufficiently
large number of sample is available, an interesting
comparison could be made between estimation perfor-
mance of the proposed method and that of a higher-
order algorithm such as JADE [16] (or an equivalent
algorithm considering a set of DTM as in (28)) possibly
less prone to such performance variation. We wish to
stress however that this change in statistical distribution
of the sources due to unpredictable values of tτguGg1
in (6) is an intrinsic property of asynchronous signals to
which any algorithm would have to be subject to with a
wide range of consequences on estimation performance
depending on the type of processing at work.
Derivation of Cramér-Rao bounds considering either
fixed or uniformly distributed values of tτguGg1 for
specific families of pulse shaping functions would also
constitute a yet complex but very interesting problem
proving instrumental for performance benchmarking.
Similarly, obtention of a lower bound on the GRL
in terms of general estimation parameters such as U
in experiment 4 would also prove useful. For length
concerns, such analysis have not been included in the
paper.
In another vein, an interesting parallel was made in
Section 2.2.2 regarding expression of the received signal
vector considering either a FIR-MIMO-based modeling
or a traditional array processing signal model where the
source vector directly encompasses the time-continuous
expression of the source signals. The main point of this
discussion was to underline the fact that although the
use of a FIR-MIMO-based modeling is a convenient way
of expressing the observable outputs in terms of the
transmitted symbol sequences of each user, it implies
having to deal with generally different channel matrices
if oversampling techniques are to be exploited. On the
other hand, the use of the classical signal model (4)
implies that B remains constant with sampling phase
but isn’t as practical to recover the transmitted symbol
sequence of each user. To this end however, an approach
as considered in [36] may be employed where source
symbol values for each user are recovered via beam-
forming13 using an optimal weight vector of the form:
woptg  cR1xx bg , g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu , (52)
where Rxx is the spatial autocorrelation matrix (ob-
tained in the synchronous conditions of Fig. 1 (a)) and
where c is an adaptive constant. Estimates of the source
signals are then obtained as:
uˆgptkq  w:optgxk @ g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu , (53)
where ttkuKk1 are symbol instants identical since no
oversampling is considered in [36]. The optimum
weight vector (52) is well known in the literature for
maximizing the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio
(SINR). However its definition given a desired array
response vector solely relies on the spatial autocorrela-
tion matrix (see [35]), which is a sufficiently represen-
tative statistical measure of the observed signals only
under stationary conditions. It is worth noting that the
benefits of smart antenna techniques through the use
of beamforming for example are typically promoted
in a context of wireless communications involving cy-
clostationary signals. We recall from Section 3 that
13Note that synchronous signals and perfect symbol timing recov-
ery are assumed in [36].
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xptkq for tk  t0   kT is a stationary random process,
whereas xptq is rather cyclostationary in t with period
T. Hence a general zero-lag autocorrelation matrix
Rxxptq  Etxptqx:ptqu depends on t, or equivalently on
the time reference t0 (or phase) of a set of sampling
instants taken at the baud rate. In such conditions,
an optimum weight vector could be obtained at any
arbitrary time t  t0 similarly to (52) such that:
woptgpt0q  cR1xx pt0qbg , g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu . (54)
In the case of identically modulated and synchronous
signals (i.e. pgptq  pptq and τg  τ0u @ g as in
Fig. 1 (a)), any woptgpt0aq  αa,bwoptgpt0bq where αa,b is
a real constant since matrices Ruupt, 0q @ t are simply
scaled versions of each other due to source signals
having identical NAPs (see Section 3). An autocorre-
lation matrix Rxxpt0, 0q may then be evaluated at any t0
for obtention of an optimum weight vector to be used
in (53). However the statistical distribution of the source
signals tugptkquGg1 would indeed depend on t0.
In a general asynchronous case, matrices Ruupt, 0q @ t
are no longer scaled versions of each other and source
signal estimates ugptkq cannot be optimally recovered
from a single weight vector. Considering the set of
zero-lag autocorrelation matrices tRpp,0qxx uU1p0 in (18), a
distinct weight vector may then be computed for each




g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu , p P t0, 1, . . . , U  1u ,
(55)
and source signal estimates may then be obtained as:
uˆppqg ptkq  pwppqoptgq
:xppqk
@ g P t1, 2, . . . , Gu , p P t0, 1, . . . , U  1u ,
(56)
where txppqk  xUk puKk1 is the set of output
vector samples considered for evaluation of Rpp,0qxx .
An estimate of the g-th source signal sequence
tugpt0q, ugpt1q, . . .u could then be obtained from an
interleaved reconstruction of its U baud-sampled se-
quence estimates tuˆppqg ptkquU1p0 such that:
tuˆgpt0q, uˆgpt1q, . . .u 
tuˆp0qg pt0q, uˆp1qg pt0q, . . . , uˆpU1qg pt0q, uˆp0qg pt1q, uˆp1qg pt1q, . . .u ,
(57)
where in general uˆgptkq  uˆpk%Uqg pttk{Uuq with ‘%’ de-
noting the modulo operator. The signal reconstruction
procedure of eqs. (55), (56) and (57) is in essence iden-
tical to that of classical beamforming techniques, with
the difference that a distinct weight vector is considered
for each of U baud-sampled sequences. This strategy
is one among multiple ways in which estimation of
the source signals tugptkquGg1 could be performed in
a general asynchronous context upon estimation of B
in (30). For example, more effective techniques could
potentially be developed by also making use of matrices
Rpp,qqxx @ tp, q  0u in (18) since no time lag autocor-
relation is exploited in (55). Interestingly, note that
this general recovery scheme would not have to make
use of cyclic autocorrelation evaluation of the received
signals which is typical for most of cyclostationary
beamformers (see [62] and references therein).
As a final step, transmitted symbol sequence esti-
mation could be performed from the source estimates
uˆgptkq @ g in (57) considering standard interpolation
and symbol recovery techniques given a sufficiently
large oversampling factor U. An interesting study could
then compare the performance of such a procedure
with that of a typical blind symbol recovery MIMO
technique.
7 Conclusion
We presented a blind channel estimation algorithm for
pulse-shaped communications signals exploiting only
SOS and requiring no particular synchronization be-
tween transmitting and receiving antennas. The main
contribution of the paper is the joint exploitation of
the cyclostationary property of the received signals in a
general asynchronous context as a means of creating a
set of differential autocorrelation matrices suitable for
a JD process or equivalent processing. This operation
was shown to eliminate the need of noise power or
statistical distribution estimation, and its effectiveness
was confirmed in a broad set of simulation experiments.
The aim of the paper was also to provide clearer
explanations on the main distinctions between syn-
chronous and asynchronous signal modelings and
their respective implications on the statistical distri-
bution of the received signal vector. We also aimed
at giving a more intuitive understanding of the tra-
ditional/classical and FIR-MIMO-based signal models
showing how they equivalently relate to each other via
different expressions of the received source vector. The
two approaches have their own distinct advantages and
disadvantages for the general BSS problem in a context
of digital communications which are subject to further
comparative analysis.
Appendix
This section provides the main theoretical derivations
of a source NAP such as defined in (17). Applications
to common practical pulse shaping functions are also
presented along with a discussion of some important
follow-up results.
A.1 NAP derivation
A received source signal can be modeled similarly





sm pptmTq , (A.1)
where tsmu8m8 is an iid transmitted symbol sequence
with zero-mean. Without loss of generality, no asyn-
chronous delay is considered in this analysis since one
may simply replace t by t  τ0 to account for such a
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parameter. Assuming that the pulse shaping function
pptq is real and deterministic, the signal autocorrelation
is obtained as:































pptmTqpptmT   τq , (A.3)
where σ2sym  Etsmsmu  Vartsmu is the symbol vari-
ance, or power. The NAP of a source uptq is obtained
by the ratio of its autocorrelation Ruupt, τq to its symbol
power σ2sym, that is:





pptmTqpptmT   τq .
(A.4)
This general-form solution can be simplified consider-
ing that practical pulse-shaping is achieved by convolv-
ing a symbol stream with a filter impulse response of
finite duration. More specifically, we have:
pptq  wptqhptq (A.5)
where wptq is a window function of finite duration
and hptq represents an ideal filter impulse response.
Eq. (A.4) can therefore be simplified by limiting the




pptmTqpptmT   τq , (A.6)
where b` and bu depend on the nature of pptq as well
as the values of t and τ to which NAPpt, τq is eval-
uated. An examination of (A.4) shows that NAPpt, τq
is periodic in t with period T. Therefore, a complete
characterisation is possible by restricting its evaluation
to any time interval of width T. From the considerations
of Fig. 14, which depicts an arbitrary pulse shaping
function pptq of width W  t2  t1, evaluation of
NAPpt, τq in the interval t P r0, Ts for τ ¥ 0 leads to:
b`  tt2{Tu ,
bu  1 rt1{Ts ,
(A.7)
which are simply the appropriate bounds on m imply-
ing that ppt  mTq ¥ 0 in t P r0, Ts. Substituting (A.7)
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ppt´mTqppt´mT` τq , (60)
where σ2sym “ Etsmsm˚u “ Vartsmu is the symbol vari-
ance, or power. The NAP of a source uptq is obtained
by the ratio of its autocorrelation Ruupt, τq to its symbol
power σ2sym, that is:







This general-form solution can be simplified consider-
ing that practical pulse-shaping is achieved by convolv-
ing a symbol stream with a filter impulse response of
finite duration. More specifically, we have:
pptq “ wptqhptq (62)
where wptq is a window function of finite duration and
hptq represents an ideal filter impulse response. Eq. (61)
can therefore be simplified by limiting the summation




ppt´mTqppt´mT` τq , (63)
where b` and bu depend on the nature of pptq as well as
the values of t and τ to which NAPpt, τq is evaluated.
An examination of (61) shows that NAPpt, τq is periodic
in t with period T. Therefore, a complete characterisa-
tion is possible by restricting its evaluation to any time
interval of width T. From the considerations of Fig. 14,
which depicts an arbitrary pulse shaping function pptq
of width W “ t2 ´ t1, evaluation of NAPpt, τq in the
interval t P r0, Ts for τ ě 0 leads to:
b` “ ´tt2{Tu ,
bu “ 1´ rt1{Ts , (64)
which are simply the appropriate bounds on m imply-






t P r0, Ts , τ ě 0 .
(65)
The latter equation has been used for the obtention of
Fig. 4 using various combinations of wptq and hptq in
(62). The NAP may also be obtained for any negative
time lag considering the periodicity of NAPpt, τq and
direct algebraic manipulations of (59). We have:
NAPpt,´τq “ NAPpt´ τ` kT, τq , (66)
where k is chosen such that t´ τ ` kT P r0, Ts. Finally,
let us recall that pptq in (58) represents a general re-
ceived pulse function. Although ideal functions were
considered in Section 5 and for the obtention of Fig. 4,
practical calculations should be performed considering
an effective waveform p˜ptq taking into account channel
propagation characteristics. For example, in the case of
a linear time-invariant (LTI) channel,
p˜ptq “ pptq˙ h`ptq (67)
where pptq is the transmitted pulse and h`ptq is the
equivalent low-pass channel impulse response [63].
.2 Raised cosine low-pass filter
The raised cosine low-pass filter has an impulse
response of the form:
hptq “ sincpt{Tq cosppiβt{Tq
1´ p2βt{Tq2 , (68)
where β P r0, 1s is the roll-off factor specifying the
filter excess bandwidth. Fig. 4 suggests that as β Ñ 0
and W Ñ 8, NAPpt, τq tends toward a constant value,
thus removing any potential autocorrelation diversity.
In such conditions, the NAP evaluated from (61), (62)






where u “ t{T and v “ τ{T. This discrete autocorre-
lation function can be evaluated by taking the Fourier














” rectpω, 2piqejωuSpu,ωq . (70)
Function Spu,ωq corresponds to the discrete-time
Fourier transform (DTFT) of sincpu´mq. From analogy






pptmTqpptmT   τq ,
t P r0, Ts , τ ¥ 0 .
(A.8)
The latter equation has been used for the obtention
of Fig. 4 using various combinations of wptq and hptq
in (A.5). The NAP may also be obtained for any neg-
ative time lag considering the periodicity of NAPpt, τq
and direct algebraic manipulations of (A.2). We have:
NAPpt,τq  NAPpt τ  kT, τq , (A.9)
where k is chosen such that t τ   kT P r0, Ts. Finally,
let us recall that pptq in (A.1) represents a general
received pulse function. Although ideal functions were
considered in Section 5 and for the obtention of Fig. 4,
practical calculations should be p rformed considering
an effective waveform p˜ptq taking into account channel
propagation characteristics. For exa le, in the case of
a linear time-invariant (LTI) channel,
p˜ptq  pptq
 h`ptq (A.10)
where pptq is the transmitted pulse and h`ptq is the
equivalent low-pass channel i pulse response [63].
A.2 Raised cosine low-pass filter
The raised cosine low-pass filter has an impulse
response of the form:
hptq  sincpt{Tq cosppiβt{Tq
1 p2βt{Tq2 , (A.11)
w re β P r0, 1s is the roll-off factor specifying the
filter excess ba dwidth. Fig. 4 suggests that as β Ñ 0
and W Ñ 8, NAPpt, τq t nds toward a constant value,
thus rem ving any potential autocorrelation diversity.
In such c nditions, the NAP valuated from (A.4), (A.5)






where u  t{T and v  τ{T. This discrete autocorre-
lation function can b evaluated by taking the Fourier
transform of both sides with respect to v. We have:
FvtNAPRC|β0pt, τqupωq













 rectpω, 2piqejωuSpu,ωq . (A.13)
Function Spu,ωq corresponds to the discrete-time
Fourier transform (DTFT) of sincpumq. From analogy
with the time shift property14 and recalling that sincptq




sincpmqejωmejωu  ejωu , (A.14)
since sincpmq  0 @ m P Z. Substituting back into
(A.13), we get:
FvtNAPRC|β0pt, τqupωq  rectpω, 2piq , (A.15)
and therefore:
NAPRC|β0pt, τq  sincpτ{Tq . (A.16)
A source NAP is hence independent of t under ideal
cardinal sine pulse shaping. This represents a worst-
case scenario where autocorrelation techniques via
sampling phase diversity cannot be exploited.
A.3 Gaussian low-pass filter
















where BT is the bandwidth-symbol time product. The
impulse response extends to 8, but decays rapidly
out of t P r12B , 12B s. Therefore, calculations of Fig. 4 were
performed considering a rectangular window of width
1{B in (A.5). The NAP of a Gaussian pulse-shaped
signal (unwindowed) is given by:












where no equivalent closed-form solution could be
found. However, as α Ñ 8, it is easily shown that
NAPGausspt, τq Ñ 0, a tendency that can also be ob-




jωn. Time shift property: xrn 
n0s Ø Xpωqejωn0 .
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